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December 6, 1989

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Docket No. 50 317
Document Control Desk License No. DPR 53
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Sirs:

The attached LER 89-018 is being sent to you as required under 10 CFR 50.73.
Please note that this is a partial-LER and a supplement will be' issued by

_

February 7, 1990. The supplement will list a more complete description of the
root cause analysis, and corrective actions for this event.

Should you have any questions regarding this report, we would be pleased to
discuss them with you,

.

i Very truly yours,
1

,

4

L. B. Russell
Manager Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power P1' ant Department

|

|

|' 'LBR:CDS:sdw

cc: William T. Russell

|. Director, Office of Management Information ;

i> and Program Control
| Messrs: G. C. Creel

C. H. Cruse
R. E. Denton
J. R. Lemons
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on November 6, 1989, a condition was discovered at Calvert cliffs that could
have prevented the fulfillment of certain systems to remove residual heat and
control the release of radioactive material after a Loss of Coolant Accident
(LOCA). During the performance of a test to satisfy specific requirements in
Generic Letter 88-14, it was discovered that many air operated control valves
cnd piston operated ventilation dampers which utilize safety related (S R) air
accumulators would not have performed as expected after a loss of normal
non-safety-related instrument air. Unit I was in cold shutdown with pressure
cnd temperature at atmospheric and 115"F respectively. Unit 2 was at
atmospheric pressure with the core off-loaded.

The root cause of the event is still under investigation.

Immediate corrective action was to establish a project team to investigate the
svent and assure corrective actions are coordinated and implemented properly.
All operating concerns will be addressed with hardware modifications, procedure
changes, and/or analysis prior to system operation. Additional corrective
cetions will be provided in a supplement to this LER. ;
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I. DESCRIPTION OF EVENTS

On November 6, 1989, a condition was discovered at Calvert Cliffs Units 1
and 2 which could have prevented the fulfillment of the safety function of
certain systems needed to remove residual heat and control the release of
radioactive material. Specifically, it was discovered that certain
air operated control valves and piston operated ventilation dampers which
utilize air accumulators for post accident operation would not have
performed as expected after a loss of normal instrument air (IA). At the
time the event was discovered, Unit 1 was in cold shutdown with reactor
pressure at atmospheric and temperature at 11$ F. Unit 2 was at
atmospheric pressure with the core off-loaded.

NRC Ceneric Letter 88 14 requested that each licensee perform a design and
functional verification of the instrument air system. The Generic Letter
specified that this verification include, among other requirements;

" Verification that the design of the entire instrument air
system, including air or other pneumatic accumulators, is in
accordance with its intended function, including verification
by test that air operated safety related components will
perform as expected in accordance with all Design Basis
Events, including a loss of the normal instrument air system."

p In response to this requirement, Engineering Test Procedure (ETP) 89-57
was prepared. The test was to demonstrate the ability of all valves and'

dampers with safety related accumulators meet their design stroke
requirements upon a loss of normal (non safety related) instrument air
supply. A list of the valves is shown in Table 1.

ETP 89 57 was performed for Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 on Novepber 3 and 4,
'

1989. The test results showed some control valves serviced by the air
accumulators failed to meet the minimum number of valve strokes.
Subsequent analysis and discussion of the test results revealed that many
of the accumulators would have eventually depressurized to a point where
they would be unable to perform as expected.

Due - to the safety implications of the loss of safety related accumulator;

l air pressure, the event was reported to the NRC on November 6, 1989, at
1743 hours.

l'

l
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Due to the discovery of this event and the several outstanding Facility
Change Requests (FCRs) associated with the instrument air system currently
pending implementation, a project team was established. The project team
will assure that corrective actions and FCR implementation are
coordinated and implemented in a manner that will ensure the safe
operation of the Units. At this time, the efforts of the project team are
still underway.

II. CAUSE OF EVENTS

We are currently conducting a root cause investigation of this event. The
results of the root cause investigation will be provided in a supplement
to this LER.-

III. ANALYSIS OF EVENT

Table 1 is a list of air-operated valves / dampers with safety related
accumulators. These valves / dampers fall into several major categories, as
follows:

1. Emergency Core Cooling System Pump Room Ventilation Exhaust Dampers
2. Spent Fuel Pool Ventilation Exhaust Dampers
3. Saltwater System Normal Supply / Discharge Path
4 Saltwater System Alternate Discharge Path
5. Auxiliary Feedwater System Control Valves
6. Emergency Diesel Cenerator Service Water Inlet and Outlet Valves

Each of these groups of valves have been analyzed separately to determine
the safety consequences and implications of thic event.

1. Emergency Core Cooling System Pump Room Ventilation Exhaust Dampers
The ECCS Pump Room ventilation exhaust damper piston operators are

located in the Auxiliary Building 5-foot Ventilation Room. The
dampers are required to open to ventilate the ECCS Pump Room. The
dampers are required to close when smoke is detected in the ECCS
Pump Room. The ECCS Pump Room ventilation exhaust dampers fail to
the closed position upon a loss of air pressure to the piston
operators.

In the event of a IDCA, the ECCS Pump Room ventilation exhaust
dampers are required to remain open to provide a flow path of
exhaust air from the ECCS Pump Room through the filter train.
Technical Specification 3.7.7.1 requires two trains of this

ventilation system to be operable in MODES 1-4. Manual operation of
the dampers is not possible post 1DCA due to very high radiation.

:
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The ECCS Pump Room ventilation system was installed to improve i

habitability of the Pump Rooms following a LOCA. The system is not
required to limit off-site dose rates and its operation is not i

assumed in Chapter 14 of the FSAR. In fact, operation of the system t

following a IhCA may actually result in a slight increase in dose
,

rates at the site boundary. An analysis contained in 'Section
14.16.2 of the PSAR concluded that with a leakage of 1,000 gallons
of coolant into the room from a failed LPSI pump seal, one percent *

failed fuel, and the release of ten percent of the contained iodine,
that the dose rate at the site boundary would increase by 14 mrem if
the system .was operating with filters bypassed. If the system was
not operating, leakage of radioactive material from the room into > ,

the Auxiliary Building ventilation system HEPA filters would occur
at a much slower rate. Accordingly, the resultant contribution to
the dose rate at the site boundary would be less.

2. Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) Ventilation Exhaust Dampers The SFP :-

ventilation exhaust dampers are located in the SFP Ventilation *

Exhaust Room. The dampers open to ventilate the SFP area. The ,

dampers fail to the closed position upon a loss of air pressure to
the piston operators. A failed damper will cause the loss of a
ventilation train.

| Technical Specification 3.9.12 requires two SFP ventilation exhaust
fans to be operable whenever spent fuel is moved in the storage pool

; or during crane operation with loads over the storage pool. The

| Action Statement states that fuel movement may proceed with one fan
inoperable and that two fans may be inoperable provided fuel
movement is suspended. Tha SFP exhaust system is designed to
mitigate the consequences of a fuel handling incident in the SFP.

|

The safety significance of this condition is low because the
probability of a concurrent fuel handling incident and loss of
instrument air is very low.

3. Saltwater System Normal Supply / Discharge Path (Figure 1) The-

Saltwater System is designed to provide cooling water for the
| Service Water and Component Cooling Water Heat Exchangers, and ECCS
| Pump Room Coolers. The Component Cooling and Service Water Systems

are designed to remove heat from the plants' various auxiliary
systems during normal and shutdown conditions and remove heat during
a IDCA.

Loss of air to valves in the Saltwater System normal
supply / discharge path causes them to fail open . maintaining the
normal required cooling path. Throttling of- the saltwater
subsystems' flow is necessary to assure that the pumps operate

| within the specified range of conditions during normal operation and

|

|.
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during the recirculation mode following a LOCA. Thin throttling
function would not have been affected because the air for the !

throttle valves is supplied from a safe ty- related air source
'(Saltwater Air System).

Loss of instrut.ent air to valves in the Saltwater System normal
discharge path would not have affected the ability of the Saltwater
System to maintain its normal discharge path.

4. Saltwater System Alternate Discharge Path (Figure 2) During the-

recirculation mode after a LOCA, should a piping rupture occur in
the common discharge header of the Saltwater System, the alternate
(overboard) Saltwater System flow path to the bay would be employed.
The valves used to position this lineup are air operated with
accumulators supplied by the instrument air system. Most of the
valves would have to be repositioned from their failed position for
the alternate discharge path lineup. Some of these valves cannot be j
manually operated after a lhCA because they would be located in a '

very high radiation area.

If air is lost from the accumulators, the valves used in the
alternate discharge lineup cannot be positioned correctly. Thus, a
rupture of the Saltwater System common discharge header after a LOCA

| would have resulted in a loss of the p1Lants' ultimate heat sink.
!

We believe this event has a very low probability of occurring. We
are - currently performing a Probabilistic ' Risk Assessment (PRA) to

| help evaluate the significance of this issue,

5. Auxiliary Feedwater Control Valves The Auxiliary Feedwater Air-
,

System includes two air accumulators and connections to both the
safety-related Saltwater System Air Compressors and the normal
Instrument Air System. The air accumulators were designed to cycle
all system control valves two times after two hours with maximum
steady-state bleedrate of all control valves. During ETP 89 57,
the safety-related compressors were not in operation, and one of two

| accumulators failed the test. This test failure has little safety
significance provided the safety-related air source is adequate. We <

| intended to verify that the S-R air capacity is sufficient to meet
system needs.

6. No. 12 Emergency Diesel Generator Service Water Supply Valves - Both
Units 1 and 2 Service Water Systems have the capability of supplying
Diesel Generator No. 12, the sw.ing diesel. Supply and return valves '

to and from Diesel Generator No. 12 (1-CV-1645, 1-CV-1646,
2 CV-1645, 2 CV-1646) enable isolation of one of the two headers in
case of a pipe rupture and yet still maintain service water to the
EDG from the redundant source. Each valve is supplied with an

uxe,ox. us, .v.s.ew, nee m m u m
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accumulator providing sufficient air capacity for two valve strokes
upon loss of IA. This allows for isolation of a failed header and
for one inadvertent closure. The design ensures that failure of a
EDG Service Water header will not result in the loss of the No. 12
emergency diesel generator.

The valves in question fail open. Cooling to the EDG would not be
lost. Overcooling has been identified as a potential problem and
after additional investigation appropriate actions will be taken.

4

The full effect of a pipe rupture in one of the supply headers is
r

still being evaluated. The safety significance and associated
corrective actions will be provided in the supplemental report. >

This event is considered reportable per 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(v), "Any event
or condition that could have prevented the fulfillment of the safety
function of structures or systems that are needed to:

A. Shutdown the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition;

B. Remove residual heat;

C. Control the release of radioactive material; or

D. Mitigate the consequences of an accident."

IV. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

l'
' Immediate corrective action was to establish a project team to investigate
L the event and to assure that corrective actions associated with the

instrument air system are coordinated and implemented in a manner that
will not adversely impact the safe operation of the Plant. The proj ect
team efforts are currently underway. All operability concerns will be

|

|
addressed with hardware codifications, procedure changes and/or analyses

| prior . to entry into modes where the affected systems are required to be
I operable. Our corrective actions will be provided in a supplement to this
'

LER.

V.. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
1

There have been three previous reportable events involving the failure of |

S R components related to the Instrument Air System. Details of these

events may be found in LERs 318/84-001; 317/89-05, and 317/89-008.

|

,
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IDENTIFICATION OF 00KP0ttENTS REFERRED TO IN T111S LER

'

IEEE 803 IEEE 805
Component EIIS FUNCT SYSTEM IQ

Smiivater System N/A NN

Instrument Air System N/A 1.b
Component Cooling System N/A CC
Service Water System N/A BI
Ventilation Damper Piston Operated DNP

Control Velve Air Operated V
Air Accumulator ACC LE
Salt Water Air System LE
ECCS System BP, BQ, BE
Auxiliary Feedwater System BA
EDC Cooling Water Sy:,te:n LB
Heat Exchanger HX N/A

. #eIC PORM 366A 'U,5. Gros 1985 - 520- 589 t$0010
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TABIE 1 ;

!EIST OF VALVES AND DAMPERS WHICH UTILIZE SAFETY REIATED ACCUMUIATORS

SAFETY RELATED FAILURE
VALVE NO. TUNCTION POSITION POSITION COMMENTS

(NORMAL)

1-PO 5406 ECCS Exhaust OPEN CLOSED TS 3.7.7 1
Damper No. 11 applies ;

1-PO 5407 ECCS Exhaust OPEN Cl4 SED TS 3.7.7.1
Damper No. 11 applies

1-PO-5410 SFP Exhaust OPEN CLOSED TS. 3.9.12
Damper No. 11 applies

1-PO 5420 SFP Exhaust OPEN CLOSED TS. 3.9.12
Damper No. 12 applies

/ CV-5149 Saltwater Overboard CLOSED CIDSED Must Open
for over-
board lineup

CV-5155 SRW HX 12 Outlet to CLOSED C1DSED Must Open,

overboard (1st) for over-
board lineup

CV 5156 SRW HX 12 Outlet to CLOSED CLOSED Must Open
Overboard (2nd) for over-

board lineup
.--

CV 5165 CC HX 12 Outlet to CLOSED CIDSED Must Open
Overboard (1st) for over-

.

board lineup
,

CV-5166 CC HK 12 Outlet to CIASED CIDSED Must Open
Overboard (2nd) for over-

board lineup

i

| CV-5177 ECCS Pump Room Air CIDSED CLOSED Must Open
Cooler 12 Overboard for over-

board lineup
_

CV-5178 ECCS Pump Room Air CLOSED CIASED Must Open
Cooler 12 Overboard for over-

board lineup
..

8eM .0KM 346A *k.$. CPee 1968 520-$89 00 0 0
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TABIE,1

LIST OF VALVES AND DAMPERS WHICH UTILIZE usTfy MATED ACCUMULATORS

SAFETY REIATF.D FAILURE
VALVE NO. FUNCTION POSITION POSITION COMMENTS

(NORMAL)

CV 515n SRW HK 11 Inlet OPEN OPEN Must close
for over-
board lineup

CV-5210 SRW HX 11 Outlet OPEN OPEN Must close
Throttle Valve for over- i

board lineup

CV-5160 CCW HX 11 Inlet OPEN OPEN Must close
for over-
board lineup

CV-5206 CCW HX 11 Outlet OPEN OPEN Must close
Throttle Valve for over-

board lineup

CV 5170 ECCS Pump Room Air OPEN OPEN Must close
Cooler 11 Inlet for over-

board lineup

CV-5171 ECCS Pump Room Air OPEN OPEN Must close
Cooler 11 Outlet for over-

board lineup

CV-5212 SRW HX 12 Outlet OPEN OPEN Must close
(1st) Throttle Valve for over-

board lineup

CV-5153 SRW HX 12 Outlet OPEN OPEN Must close
(2nd) for over-

board lineup

CV-5163 CCW HX 12 Outlet OPEN OPEN Must close
(1st) for over-

board lineup I

|

CV-5208 CCW HX 12 Outlet OPEN OPEN Must close
(2nd) Throttle Valve for over-

board lineup

i
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TABLE 1

LIST OF VALVES AND DAMPRDM WHICH UTILIZE SM'ETY RFTATED ACCUMUIATORS
i

.

SAFETY RELATED FAILURE
VALVE NO. FUNCTION POSITION POSITION COMMENTS

(NORMAL)

CV 5174 ECCS Pump Room Air OPEN OPEN Must close
Cooler 12 Outlet for over-

board lineup

CV 5175 ECCS Pump Room Air OPEN OPEN Must close
cooler 12 Outlet for over-

board lineup

CV 5173 ECCS Pumps Room Air OPEN OPEN Remain open
Cooler 12 Inlet for over-

bot.rd lineup

CV 5162 CCW HX 12 Inlet OPEN OPEN Remain open
for over-
board lineup

CV-5152 SRW HX 12 Inlet OPEN OPEN Remain open
for over-
board lineup

AFW Acc 11A Aux Feedwater Valve N/A N/A
Accumulator 11A

AFW Acc 11B Aux Feedwater Valve N/A N/A .

Accumulator 11B |

1.CV-1645 No. 12 EDG Service OPEN OPEN Required to
Water close upon

failure of
Unit 1 Supplied
Header

1-CV-1646 No. 12 EDG Service OPEN OPEN Required to
Water close upon

failure of
Unit 1 Supplied
Header

g,'o*=*aa .u... cm, n u uo.u ,,oooio
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TABLE 1 |
|

LIST OF VALVES AND DAMPERS WHICH UTILIZE SAFETY RELATED ACCUMUIATORS

SAFETY REIATED FAILURE
'

VALVE NO. FUNCTION POSITION POSITION COMMENTS

(NORMAL) .

'2-CV 1645 No. 12 EDG Sorvice OPEN OPEN Required to
Water close upon

failure of
Unit 2 Supplied
Header

2 CV 1646 No. 12 EDG Service OPEN OPEN Required to
Water close upon

failure of
Unit 2 Supplied
Header

i

I

!
1

!

|
|

|
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FIGURE 2

SALT WATEH SYSTEM ALTERNATE SUPPLY / DISCHARGE PATH
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